DUDLEY CVS ANNUAL REVIEW

2020/
2021
A SNAPSHOT
OF OUR STORY

Be a part of our collective story and share how
you’ve been involved in our work or how you’d
like to get more involved!

#dcvsstory

OUR VISION AND MISSION
Dudley CVS’s vision is for a borough that has
caring, vibrant and strong communities where
everyone can fulfil their potential.
We achieve this through our mission: connecting
and inspiring people and organisations to
achieve positive change, while championing
their value to partners and the wider community.
Dudley CVS works with anyone within Dudley
borough to help realise our vision. Last year we
worked with people, volunteers, groups, partners
and organisations, businesses, doers, makers
and creatives.
In this snapshot of our year, you can learn more
about how we’re connecting, inspiring and
championing the people, communities and
organisations that want to make wonderful
things happen in Dudley borough.

Visit our website: www.dudleycvs.org.uk
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SPRING/SUMMER2020
2020
SPRING/SUMMER

Co-ordinating the community
response to COVID-19 in Dudley
borough
The UK went into lockdown on 23 March 2020 due to rising
levels of COVID-19. Community venues, non-essential
shops, businesses, schools and other organisations were
instructed to close by the Government.
People were told that where possible, they should stay
home and avoid contact with others. Social gatherings
were not permitted, and movement was restricted to
essential shopping trips, one form of exercise per day, and
travelling to work if unable to work from home.
Chief Medical Officers across the UK identified the need to
protect people who were clinically extremely vulnerable
to severe illness from COVID-19, developing a list of
people advised to ‘shield’ at home.
Support groups began to emerge across the UK to support
the most vulnerable and isolated people in communities.
We started conversations with our partners about how we
could help to mobilise community support for vulnerable
people and at risk groups who were advised to stay at
home and avoid contact with others.
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Working together to plan, design, build
a COVID-19 support tracking system
We were asked to lead on co-ordinating the community response
to COVID-19 in Dudley borough, working with existing and newly
formed voluntary and community groups to connect people that
needed support in the community. We worked in partnership with
Dudley Council, Dudley Council Public Health, West Midlands
Police (Dudley borough), the Fire Service and the NHS to ensure
that practical support was safe and appropriately channelled.
We established six virtual COVID-19 support networks covering six
areas of the borough to help vulnerable people unable to leave
their homes for essential food or medication collection. These
six networks included Sedgley, Coseley and Gornal, Dudley and
Netherton, Kingswinford and Amblecote, Brierley Hill, Stourbridge,
Wollescote and Lye and Halesowen and Quarry Bank. These
networks consisted of Dudley CVS staff, who had changed their
work routines to support the effort, and partners such as the
local authority, police, NHS services and voluntary organisations
such as Black Country Foodbank, Age UK Dudley, Beacon Centre,
Citizens Advice Dudley. Each organisation brought co-ordinated
support to the table, such as the network of churches across
Dudley borough which co-ordinated the befriending response.
The relationships built will outlive the pandemic and help us to
support communities collectively in years to come.

We then put a call out for individual volunteers and
voluntary groups to sign up with us so that we could ensure
that support was co-ordinated.
Through these networks, we were able to work together
to arrange support for the most vulnerable people in the
borough, including those with long-term conditions, and
those self-isolating or shielding due to the lockdown.

During the first wave of the pandemic, PSIAMS Systems worked
alongside teams within Dudley CVS to plan, design and build
a COVID-19 support tracking system, where requests from
individuals for essential food deliveries and medical collections
could be logged and tracked. The system collected people’s
demographics and support requirements and enabled our staff
to allocate tasks to volunteers on the day of the request. Over
1000 support tasks were created on the system, covering food
deliveries and medical collections.

This work involved taking referrals from GP surgeries, local
authority services, self-referrals to our helpline or the Black
Country Radio helplines and social media, and contacting
people to help them access shopping or medication by
linking them with volunteers nearby.
We provided information and key messages to local
voluntary, community and faith-based organisations about
COVID-19 and supported residents in Dudley borough
by sharing public health information to help keep them
informed of the ongoing and fast moving situation.

669

individual volunteers
came forward to support

984

people received help from
one of our volunteers
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Collaborating to develop a food
distribution hub and helpline to
support vulnerable people

We developed a triage process on our COVID-19 support
helpline to establish whether a person was living in poverty
and able to afford shopping and medication. This process
helped ascertain whether the person had complex needs,
enabling us to direct them to the appropriate team for
support or match them with a volunteer in the relevant
locality.

Our Integrated Plus team worked with partners to ensure
that support was arranged for the most vulnerable
members of the community throughout the pandemic. The
team chaired virtual meetings every week and worked with
partners to arrange immediate support for those in need.

Lockdown measures outlined by the Government meant
that our work was not simply about supporting people in
poverty, but also those who were able to afford to purchase
supplies but were unable to leave their homes due to their
vulnerability or illness. This created a much greater need
for food and medication deliveries.

“All the people I contacted were on the shielding list
or their carers. The main issues were shopping and
prescriptions however there were other calls regarding
people’s general welfare. There was increased anxiety
about hospital admission and missed appointments for
medical treatment. I was able to offer some reassurance
and be a listening ear to support people who were upset or
distressed. People said that they found it very comforting
to know that someone was calling them as it didn’t make
them feel quite so alone. I was able to refer people to the
Pleased to Meet you service if they needed more regular
contact or access to other council services, as well as to the
local charities who were providing telephone support.”

Our East Coseley Big Local Community Support Officer
worked with our Integrated Plus team to establish a
COVID-19 Support Network for Sedgley, Coseley and
Gornal. This support network worked closely with Coseley’s
Foodbank at Darkhouse Baptist Church to put together
essential food parcels for people in the community who
were struggling to afford shopping.

Developing a process to connect
people to the right support
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Sharon, Carer Coordinator Dudley CVS
Kingswinford and Wordsley COVID-19 Support Network

Working together in this way helped the East Coseley
Big Local group to identify socially isolated people in the
community who had previously been under the radar. This
connection provided an opportunity to offer people further
support as part of the East Coseley Big Local project.

We collaborated with our partners, Dudley Council, Black
Country Foodbank, Citizens Advice Dudley, and volunteers
to find the best solution to coordinate the growing demand
for essential supplies. A new system, developed by the
partnership, was put in place, including a new helpline and
support service and a large-scale food distribution hub in
the Dudley borough.

Redeployed workers from Dudley Council co-ordinated
the large-scale food distribution hub in partnership with
Dudley CVS and the Black Country Foodbank, taking
charge of stock, coordinating deliveries, packing up
essential food parcels and delivering them to vulnerable
residents. The hub was also be used by Black Country
Food Bank to help them to replenish their food stocks
for poverty food parcels.

SPRING/SUMMER 2020

Reaching the most isolated people
in communities and supporting
those with complex needs

As part of this system, our staff continued to match
volunteers to vulnerable people in need of medication
and those with specific requirements.

Vulnerable residents of all ages at home or self-isolating
with no family or community support, or those struggling
financially, were able to contact a new helpline, set up
by Citizens Advice Dudley, to arrange for a food parcel or
medication to be delivered. The service was also open to
younger people, working people, and families if in need.
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Working with local mutual aid groups
to connect people to volunteers

Our children, young people and families team worked with
voluntary sector organisations to support children and
families during the height of the pandemic with essential
food and prescriptions. Some organisations provided virtual
counselling and health and wellbeing support online, some
worked with schools and visited vulnerable young people,
others provided a whole range of fun and creative virtual
activity.

Through our joined up work with Stourbridge Coronavirus
Support Group we were able to ensure that more than 200
people got the supplies they needed while shielding or
self-isolating.

Services such as NAVIGATE continued to operate to work to
reduce the impact or involvement in criminal exploitation.
“Although we are impressed with the response of voluntary
groups, we were amazed at the wave of volunteers who
stepped forward and were willing to get out and shop
during the height of the pandemic so that our families were
not at further risk of neglect.”
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For people facing very complex issues, it was inappropriate
to refer them only to volunteer support. In these instances,
our Integrated Plus colleagues brought in other services,
such as dementia support, the neighbourhood policing team
and others to help get more support to people in challenging
circumstances.
“Diane couldn’t speak highly enough of the help she and
her husband have received. In fact she had her bank card
ready to make a donation to say thank you. I told her to
call the main switch board number and enquire about how
to make a donation. Diane explained that she has been
doing her own shopping for the past three weeks only due
to the caring support and advice she received from their
volunteer Steve. She explained that he encouraged them
both to venture out to their local park for a short walk and
fresh air, gradually building up their confidence to go to
the shops. Diane explained that without Steve they simply
would have been too scared to go out.”

“In Stourbridge, Lye and Wollescote, the areas I covered,
I was particularly lucky to have the magnificent support
from the whole team involved in the Stourbridge Covid-19
Community Support Group, a brand new mutual aid group
that got in touch with us as soon as we put the call out for
volunteers and groups to work with us.

SPRING/SUMMER 2020

Supporting children, young people
and families in Dudley borough

The group had more than 200 volunteers and was
remarkably well-organised, quickly adopting systems and
processes to make sure their volunteers and the individuals
they support were kept safe. They gave me incredible
confidence that the people I referred would get swift and
appropriate help.

Becky, Dudley CVS
Stourbridge COVID-19 Support Network
Read the full story: https://bit.ly/3ih96ri
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Listening to people’s views and ideas on
accessing health and care services

Our Funding Officer researched the availability of COVID-19
emergency grant funding for both organisations and
individuals.

“At the start of the Coronavirus pandemic, we
found ourselves in need of vital funds to respond
immediately to the new needs of our service users and
their families. They were facing sheer starvation after
feeling unable to leave their homes from the fear of
contracting the virus.

Top Church Training (TCT)wanted to help many of their
clients who were lonely and isolated at the beginning of the
first lockdown and nervous about venturing outside to get
shopping. They decided to launch a food parcels delivery
service from their newly opened café, Harrys, in Brierley Hill.

We responded by creating our free food provision –
The Harry’s Larder Project, providing enough healthy
meals to feed themselves and their families whilst
linking them to more specialist support.

We supported TCT’s The Harry’s Larder Project to apply to the
National Lottery Community Fund for an emergency grant.
They were successful and received £33,422 in June 2020,
enabling them to continue their food parcel delivery service
throughout lockdowns helping vulnerable people survive
and be comfortable in their homes enjoying their lives as best
as they could.

With the support and expertise from Dudley CVS,
we were successful in securing grants from Children
in Need, Lloyds Bank Foundation and the National
Lottery which enabled us to prepare and deliver over
7000 meals across the Dudley Borough.

Healthwatch Dudley’s People’s Network and Dudley
Healthcare Forum invited people to talk about how COVID-19
had impacted on health and care. 46 people from local
communities, health and care settings and voluntary
organisations zoomed in to share views and ideas on how
they had been accessing services and what the future of
health and care in the Dudley borough might look like. In
June, a report was published with recommendations to help
to inform local NHS planning.

Without Martin’s quick response and intervention, we
would not have been able to carry out the work that
was suddenly required from us at a time of great need
and uncertainty.”

Karen, Top Chirch Training
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Healthwatch Dudley hosted a joint online community event
in May 2020 with Dudley Clinical Commissioning Group and
Dudley Integrated Health and Care NHS Trust (DIHC)

Read more highlights from 2020/21 in Healthwatch Dudley’s Annual
Report: https://bit.ly/3F2Jact

SPRING/SUMMER 2020

Supporting groups with emergency
funding

“We have collaborated with Healthwatch Dudley over
the last year on several issues including bereavement
and the NHS restore, reset and recover agenda.
Healthwatch Dudley is an invaluable partner who bring
a wider view and challenge to the table, in ensuring
that some of our quieter voices have the opportunity
to be heard and help to influence the way our services
are delivered. They are regular attendees at our public
Board meetings and our Patient Opportunity Panel, as
well as providing rich insight through their networks.
We look forward to continuing to build our strong
relationship with Healthwatch Dudley over the coming
year.”

Stephanie Cartwright, Director of Operations, Dudley
Integrated Health and Care NHS Trust.

Providing young people with
opportunities to develop their skills
Healthwatch Dudley worked with Dudley Young Health
Champions and Dudley Council Public Health to roll out a
‘Young COVID-19 Champion’ initiative to give young people
much needed opportunities to volunteer and develop their
skills. Young COVID-19 Champions mirrors Dudley borough
adult COVID-19 Community Champions, who provide local
people with accurate and helpful information about the
pandemic.
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Enabling connection to achieve
positive change

Championing Volunteers who have
supported during Covid-19

We connected Dudley borough organisations affected by the
pandemic to help them consider sharing resources and working
in collaboration or partnership when delivering services, and
to review the potential of submitting joint funding applications
addressing a particular need around disadvantage and poverty.

The CoLab Dudley team launched a Virtual High Street
to continue to support experiments that invite curiosity,
nurture creativity and unlock collective resourcefulness.

To celebrate Volunteers Week in June 2020, our Volunteer
Centre designed a ‘Covid Hero’ thank you pack to be
given out by groups to volunteers who had supported
during the pandemic.

We attended virtual events in May and June to offer support to
organisations with their funding applications.

One of the experiments in nurturing creativity during
spring 2020 was a series of inspiring weekly Creative
Conversations with creatives, makers and artists.

SPRING/SUMMER2020
2020
SPRING/SUMMER

Bringing organisations together to
survive and thrive

Read the full story: https://bit.ly/2Y3PcbH

18 organisations received 26 emergency grants totalling

£296,671
These grants enabled local charities to continue providing
services to vulnerable people whose lives were made even more
challenging due to the effects of lockdown where isolation and
poverty affected them massively.
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SUMMER/AUTUMN 2020

Helping groups to reopen safely
Our Small Groups Officer gave guidance individually to
groups and produced a guidance note on reopening safely
for organisations that use community venues.

We supported Music Moves in Coseley to obtain funding for
the installation of vents and fans to allow them to re-open
their music studio so that their beneficiaries (young people)
could continue to attend their musical activities safely.
We supported their application to the Ibstock Enovert Trust,
and in December 2020, they received £4,200.
Without having the adaptations completed, they would not
have been able to continue their excellent work helping
vulnerable young people avoid becoming involved in antisocial behaviour.

Creating a Safe and Friendly High
Street Together

Bringing people together for Trade
School Online

From premises on Dudley High Street, the CoLab Dudley team
were well located to observe public life on the High Street in
the wake of the first wave of COVID-19. The team also spent
the two weeks immediately after the first lockdown having
conversations with businesses on the High Street.

Anyone with a practical skill, talent or knowledge to share
can oﬀer a Trade School class. No teaching experience
is required. Anyone can teach, anyone can learn. Trade
School is open to all. Teachers provide a list of barter
items. Learners bring one thing from the list in exchange
for the class.

Observations were undertaken using a research approach
called Public Life Studies, which involves systematic
documentation of the performance of public space.
Observations showed that the High Street was not able to
function safely to reduce Covid-19 contagion, or to oﬀer the
conditions to give confidence for the recovery of the local
economy and convening of communities. But it also showed
that the High Street is well disposed to low risk and low cost
community and artist-led temporary interventions that can
help reduce the risk to our community and fulfil the High
Street’s potential as a safe and friendly place to visit, work in
and care for each other. Conversations with people who run
and work in the businesses on Dudley High Street revealed
an appetite for community and artist-led interventions which
would help to create a safe and friendly High Street.

“In the weeks before the first lockdown we were working
with 7 local people who were oﬀering Trade School
Dudley classes to take place in April 2020. Although
CoLab Dudley had swiftly set up online convening on the
Virtual High Street, it didn’t feel a simple thing to just shift
these classes online, as they had been designed to bring
people together to make and do things. More thought was
needed. I reached out to fellow Trade School Organisers in
Wolverhampton and Bearwood to help with this thinking.”
By the end of May a team of ten from three Trade Schools
had come together to co-design Trade School Online. A
season of 14 online classes was launched in July. 112 places
were booked, turnout was around 62%, a similar rate to
face to face classes.
Read more about Trade School Dudley: https://bit.ly/3ARaGqW

Read the full story: https://bit.ly/2WuodpA
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Finding new ways to connect carers
to improve wellbeing

Before the pandemic, several people supported by Integrated
Plus attended weekly ‘Take 5’ creative art sessions focusing on
wellbeing, delivered by Creative Health CIC, and commissioned
through our Voluntary Sector Social Prescribing Fund.

Before the pandemic, our Carer Coordinator facilitated
two monthly carers groups at DY1 venue and the Talbot
in Stourbridge.

When face-to-face sessions stopped due to COVID-19, people
supported stressed how important the sessions were for their
wellbeing and how much they missed the social contact and
peer support element that the group offered.
Integrated Plus worked with Creative Health CIC to do a
rigorous risk assessment to enable the group to reopen at
the end of September 2020. The group carried out a variety of
different activities including, creating their perfect day depicted
inside a bottle for them to keep as a reminder, practised
relaxation techniques, and learnt new skills such as how to
paint and make dream catchers. Many of the clients extended
the activities into their own time to help them keep well and
active throughout a difficult period.
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During lockdown, we continued to connect with carers
over the telephone. Many hadn’t left the house and felt
isolated and disconnected, and others were recently
bereaved and feeling distressed. At the time, guidelines
stated that a maximum group of six people could
meet socially distanced in an outdoor setting, so our
carer coordinator opened an invitation to carers for an
outdoors meet up and walk.
“I was able to turn my former monthly carers groups
into monthly carers walks in the local area of
Stourbridge. It has been successful as people have found
it comforting and it has enabled people to continue to
develop personal relationships.”
Sharon, Carer Cordinator

Understanding digital exclusion in
relation to healthcare

Integrated Plus secured a new role that involved drawing on
the team’s previous experience of delivering social prescribing
to provide peer support and learning opportunities to new
and existing social prescribing link workers across the West
Midlands. In addition to this, the role involved helping to
contribute to the national evidence base for social prescribing
and feeding up challenges to the national team.

During the period, Healthwatch England ran a qualitative
research project which would speak to groups traditionally
more likely to experience digital exclusion to understand
why and how this can impact their healthcare experiences,
especially during the pandemic. These groups included
older people, people with disabilities, and people with
limited English.

The team contributed by facilitating monthly peer support
and learning sessions for link workers, social prescribing leads
and practice managers. Locally the role helped to facilitate a
tighter connection with Clinical Directors and new PCN link
workers across Dudley which led to opportunities to work
together, ensuring that Dudley social prescribing teams were
able to work collaboratively, in a way that ensured patients
received person-centred support from the service most
appropriate for their needs.

Healthwatch Dudley submitted a successful proposal
which saw our team working with the new Dudley
Integrated Health and Care NHS Trust and the Brierley Hill
Primary Care Network. Healthwatch Dudley colleagues
spoke to a diverse range of people to learn from their
experiences of accessing GP services in various ways to
understand why people may be digitally excluded and why
people may be reluctant to take up remote offers of help.
This research was fed into the wider Healthwatch England
report on Digitally excluded people’s experiences of
remote GP appointments which will be published in 2021.

“I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation for all the
amazing support and powerful training and collaborative
networking you have so kindly shared with us. Your team
expertise has enabled us to enhance the Social Prescribing
ethos to work with so many people in our community to
empower them from a person-centred perspective.” 		
			
Wolverhampton Link Worker

SUMMER/AUTUMN 2020

Improving the wellbeing of Integrated
Plus clients with ‘Take 5’

Securing a new role as West Midlands
NHSE Regional Learning Coordinator for
social prescribing

Read more highlights from 2020/21 in Healthwatch Dudley’s
Annual Report: https://bit.ly/3F2Jact
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AUTUMN/WINTER 2020

Supporting groups to set up using
online tools – Spirit of Djembe and
Partners with Industry

Developing a network of charity
trustees across Dudley and
Sandwell boroughs

Spirit of Djembe and Partners With Industry are two not-forprofits that we supported to set up during a year when we
couldn’t meet in person.

Trustees Week is a national campaign that happens every
November to showcase the great work that trustees do
and highlight opportunities for people from all walks of
life to get involved and make a difference. We approached
our friends at SCVO to host a joint Trustees Chat, an
informal session for established trustees, new trustees or
anyone interested in becoming a charity trustee. It was a
great way to make connections, offer further resources,
guidance and support and attendees enthusiastically
shared their experiences and helped each other.

Spirit of Djembe was supported to establish a committee
and get a constitution and policies and procedures in place.
Partners With Industry received guidance on setting up a
social enterprise, training for new directors and support
with registering as a CIC. A combination of video meetings,
online training, telephone and email support helped this
community group and social enterprise to develop and get
important paperwork in place so that they could expand
their work and better engage with their communities.
Read the full story: https://bit.ly/3D4wO1X

Number of
groups supported
during the year:

18

163

Since then, we have held three more Trustees Chat
sessions with SCVO and we have increased the number
of joint sessions we’ve held with SCVO, including a digital
inclusion session, funding surgeries and Small Charity
Week events.

Exploring new ways to tackle
isolation and loneliness
Our Volunteer Centre began to explore one-off
micro-volunteering and virtual volunteering to help tackle
social isolation and support those unable to leave their
homes.
Broadway Halls Care Home in Dudley connected with
our Volunteer Centre as they were looking to engage
ad-hoc volunteers to help tackle isolation with residents.
This connection enabled them to make links with Black
Country Wellbeing Centre, and draw in performers to
entertain and engage with residents. We also supported
plans to recruit volunteers to provide befriending in the
home.

7 new organisations

supported to set up,
comprising:
3 new community groups,
3 new community interest
companies and 1 new charity
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AUTUMN/WINTER 2020

Commissioning new outdoor activities
at Riverside Stourbridge CIC
In the winter of 2020, Riverside House applied for funding
from our Voluntary Sector Social Prescribing Fund. The fund
makes it possible for new activities and services to be set
up and delivered to meet the needs of our Integrated Plus
social prescribing clients, many of which frequently attend
A&E or call 999. Their application was successful and they’re
now delivering three different workshops including copper &
willow weaving, blacksmithing and green woodwork.
Riverside House is a beautiful and ecologically diverse site
in Stourbridge which runs alongside the Stourbridge canal.
Riverside House is in the process of transforming the 19th
century ironworks area into a heritage centre with gardens, a
restaurant, crafts shop, woodland and workshops but also a
place where people feel included and bespoke opportunities
are provided. The project works with a wide range of
individuals from diverse backgrounds and supports them
to learn new practical skills through the conservation and
preservation of the estate.
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The workshops have been popular with Integrated Plus clients
as they offer a new experience that many people will not have
had the opportunity to experience previously. The weekly
programme consisted of copper work, green woodwork and
blacksmithing.

Due to the small numbers of clients that attend each
session and the fact that everything took place outdoors,
the sessions were able to continue throughout the
pandemic.
For some Integrated Plus clients who were struggling with
their mental health and loneliness, the sessions were a
real lifeline. Not only did the clients benefit from social
interaction, but they also learnt about nature, benefited
from being outdoors and gained new practical skills.
The workshops are practical meaning for those clients who
struggle with social interaction, it isn’t a problem as they
can immerse themselves in the experience, often finding
that they chat to others without realising it. Not only do
people learn new skills, but they also benefit from being
outdoors in nature. Each workshop is small in numbers
due to the supervision required but this has meant that
workshops have been able to continue running throughout
the pandemic, being a lifeline for some clients who were
struggling with isolation and poor mental health.

Ami is a client accessing the High Intensity User social
prescribing service, after hearing about the workshops she
was keen to try blacksmithing as she enjoys being outdoors
and learning new skills. Ami was able to recognise within
herself how the workshop had built her confidence and
helped her overcome her fear of new places.

“I attended the Blacksmithing course at the Riverside
House Project, and I loved it! Not only did I get expert
and friendly tuition in a totally new skill I had never tried
before, but the guys shared their vision and dreams for
the Riverside House site during the sessions and got me
excited for the future of the project. All the volunteers
and leaders were friendly and welcoming, always
encouraging and helped me feel valuable to be able to
‘meet’ other workers around the borough, to be able to
share ideas and good practice. It has been difficult to
start a new job during the pandemic as I have generally
been working from home, so meetings like Connect and
Share enabled me to find out about what was going
on in the local area, find solutions to problems and put
faces to names. I really hope we can meet in person in
the not-too-distant future.” Ami

5 voluntary sector organisations were commissioned

through the Dudley Urgent Care Social Precribing
Voluntary Sector Fund including: Challenge Academy
CIC, Creative Health CIC, Arts of Change, Riverside
Stourbridge CIC and Dudley & Wolverhampton Citizen’s
Advice Bureau.
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Supporting groups to get back on
track

Our children young people and families team supported 10
organisations to receive £10,600 of Winter Warmth funding
between them to support families over the Christmas period
and January with food poverty. 3,635 people were supported
for a 6 week period. Over 317 food parcels and hampers were
provided and over 5,878 meals were delivered. A further
£354.00 was spent to print leaflets to distribute with the food
that gave families crisis information, help and support.

We supported the What? Centre with an application to the
National Lottery Community Fund Reaching Communities
programme. The application was successful and the What?
Centre was awarded a grant of £299,940 in January 2021
to enable them to address the emerging and growing issues
affecting disadvantaged families in the Dudley borough.

AUTUMN/WINTER 2020

Supporting families over the Winter
period

49 organisations were supported with funding
and finance during the year
Our Carer Coordinator worked with members of the Dudley
Carers Alliance and others to review information available
to carers in Dudley. This resulted in new carer information
booklet put together by Dudley Council. The booklet included
contact numbers to help people find advice, information on
benefits, health and safety, and mental health and wellbeing.
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We supported at least 30 successful applications
totalling

£613,761
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WINTER/SPRING 2021

Breathing new life into Fens Pool
Voluntary Association

Using online tools to connect
organisations with funders

In November, our Small Groups Officer supported Fens
Pool Voluntary Association. This registered charity had not
reported to the Charity Commission for about 3 years and
lacked trustees, which meant either closing the charity
properly or identifying potential new trustees to take on the
task of getting the Association back on track.

In March 2021, we organised and hosted two ‘Meet the
Funder’ events featuring four funders in total. Funders
featured were: Lloyds Bank Foundation, Enovert
Community Trust, Severn Trent Community Fund and
National Lottery Community Fund. Both events helped
people to establish relationships with grants officers and
resulted in at least 4 organisations saying they would
pursue an application to at least one of the funders at the
end of the event(s). Many more fed back that the events
were very useful.

As part of our support we:
· Put everyone in the picture about the situation and some
of the legal ramifications
· Put together an action plan to identify, train, recruit
trustees, hold an AGM that made sure the constitution and
charity law were followed
· Put together a recruitment pack and a call out for potential
new trustees and brought those who responded together
· Gave training on legal duties of trustees to the potential
trustees.
The centre now has 4 brand new trustees who have started
to take responsibility. The Charity Commission record is
now up to date and trustees have started to plan activities
for when the centre can reopen, including accessing holiday
activity funding administered by our Children, Young People
and Families team. Read the full story: https://bit.ly/3uo09Bg
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Because both events were held virtually, we were able to
record them and release them as a video / podcast.
Through our Cluster Connect network in Dudley, our
children, young people and families team were able to
identify and work with 11 trusted local organisations
supporting people who had been affected by Covid-19.
From January to April 2021, they received £45,874 worth
of funding through the winter warmth grant, this enabled
them to support over 2855 households for 16 weeks with
signposting through the lifeline leaflet, supporting with
white goods and fuel, and delivering over 7522 meals and
food parcels.

Convening to imagine resilient,
regenerative futures for Dudley High
Street
What happens if budding designers in architecture,
landscape, interior, product and furniture convene to
imagine resilient, regenerative futures for Dudley High
Street together?
CoLab Dudley is finding this out through a High Street
experiment with Co.LAB, a collaborative laboratory
embedded within the School of Architecture & Design at
Birmingham City University. Over two months, 15 students
from four design disciplines got to know the High Street,
and imagined what it could be like in 2030.
The experiment started with getting to know each other
and our experiences of the High Street. The students were
taken on a whistle stop virtual tour of High Street, how
CoLab Dudley works, our guiding principles; and what
conditions we are currently creating to rebuild, nourish
and reveal our imaginative capacity in order to respond to
the High Street’s challenges.
The students were invited to create a gift for Dudley High
Street: a seed of an idea. The task called on their ingenuity
and creativity to use the resources surrounding them

in imaginative ways and make something of value. The
gift is a tangible, emotional, and aesthetic manifestation
of the students’ regenerative design process that links
in a meaningful way with CoLab’s goal of a kinder, more
connected and creative Dudley High St. As imagined and
crafted artifacts, the gifts invite and manifest creativity.
Read more stories from Colab Dudley: https://bit.ly/3kU79mh

Working with partners to plan ahead
Our Volunteer Centre attended virtual meetings with
Dudley Council and Public Health to support with planning
in the event of a COVID-19 third wave.
This involved providing volunteers, and identifiying partner
organisations and community venues who would be willing
to support.
In total 11 organisations, 128 volunteers and 9
community venues signed up to support in just two weeks.
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Simon supported to start painting
to improve wellbeing and reduce
social isolation

In January 2021, Healthwatch Dudley teamed up with The
Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust, for a friendly online
conversation with local people about the future of local
hospital and community health services.

Simon was identified by Integrated Plus’s High
Intensity User core group as a potential individual who
might benefit from social prescribing interventions.
Throughout the previous 12 months Simon had
been admitted to hospital on 19 separate occasions.
During the Covid-19 pandemic Kelly, HIU Link Worker
contacted Simon over the telephone, built up a rapport
with him and carried out a holistic assessment of his
needs.

The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust provides
hospital services from Russells Hall Hospital and Guest
Outpatient Centre in Dudley and Corbett Outpatient Centre
in Stourbridge. The Trust also provides a wide range of
community services such as district nursing, continence
services, diabetes support, podiatry and physiotherapy, in
people’s homes and from a variety of different locations across
Dudley borough.
Local people were invited share their experiences, views and
ideas around what works well, where they see gaps, what
would make things better and what the priorities should be for
local communities.
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During the event which will inform the Trust’s five-year
strategy, 48 participants heard from two senior doctors
working on the front line of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the Trust shared a commitment to ensuring that planning is
influenced by the communities it serves.

Simon had become extremely lonely since his wife had
been taken into a care home. He lives in supported
housing but due to Covid-19 all the activities had
stopped. Kelly identified that Simon was really
struggling with feelings of loneliness, and this was not
helping his long-term health issues which resulted in
his admissions to hospital increasing.
Kelly needed to investigate how social prescribing
could help alleviate the pressure on the hospital,
especially during the pandemic but most importantly
help and improve the health and wellbeing of Simon.

During their many telephone conversations, Simon told
Kelly that he was artistic and loved painting but could not
afford to buy supplies. Kelly was able to allocate Simon a
personal health budget so that he could purchase some
art materials such as paint and canvases.
Kelly was delighted to see that over the months to follow,
being able to paint had given Simon a sense of purpose.
He now paints pictures and gives them away to his carers
and to other residents, improving his social life and mental
wellbeing. Simon’s hospital admissions have dramatically
reduced as he no longer feels isolated, and his work is able
to positively benefit other residents where he lives.
“I feel that something as simple as being able to allocate
Simon a personal health budget has made a huge
difference to his mental and physical wellbeing and he
no longer has a need to go to hospital. His paintings are
wonderful.”
Kelly, HIU Link Worker

Last year, 814 people were referred to Integrated Plus for
support
Top 3 reasons for referral were isolation, depression
and long-term health conditions
49% reduction in A&E attendances and 57% reduction in
inpatient admissions 12 months after support

WINTER/SPRING 2021

Starting conversations about the
future of local hospital and community
health services

Total cost avoidance figure of £806,695 twelve months
post support
35 people engaged with our Integrated Plus High Intensity
User Service
Top 3 presenting issues were depression, other
mental health conditions and drugs and alcohol
63% reduction in A&E attendances and 69% reduction in
inpatient admissions 12 months after support
Total cost avoidance figure of £275,470 twelve months
post support
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Be a part of our collective story and share how
you’ve been involved in our work or how you’d like
to get more involved!

#dcvsstory

www.dudleycvs.org.uk
facebook.com/cvsdudley

@DudleyCVS
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